
Activate digital invoice flow
The E-invoice function enables you to easily setup a digital invoice flow to send e-invoices to your
customers and receive e-invoices from your suppliers. Using the e-invoice platform, the recipient can
have the invoice registered automatically in its accounting system. This function reduces the manual
handling of invoices. E-invoice is a standard feature in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, and
Finland.

You activate the services yourself for outgoing and incoming invoice in Monitor G5. In the following
help topic you can read about the settings you need to configure in Monitor G5 to digitalize the invoice
flow.

When activation of e-invoice takes place, an account is automatically created for you with our partner,
Crediflow. Crediflow is the operator that manages the underlying distribution of customer and supplier
invoices.

Please note! The function for incoming e-invoice requires the option called Electronic invoice
management (EIM).

Monitor ERP System AB has entered into a partnership agreement with Crediflow, so you don’t need to
have your own agreement with an operator.

Monitor ERP System AB will charge your company on a monthly basis according to the volume of
invoices that are sent and received. Using a service for paper invoice, you can also
transfer all distribution of customer invoices, including to those recipients unable to receive e-invoices.

You find current price information for incoming and outgoing e-invoice on our website (Swedish and
English). You can also contact our sales department at sales@monitorerp.com for additional
information.

The account registration and activation of e-invoice takes place in two steps since you must register
two separate accounts to be able to send e-invoice to customers (via Crediflow) and receive e-invoice
from suppliers (via CrossState). By using CrossState for incoming supplier invoices, you can add
scanning and data capture/interpretation* of paper invoice and interpretation of PDF invoice, to the e-
invoice format. This means that regardless the format of the supplier invoice, it is a way in to Monitor
G5 via CrossState.

"Settings for import and interpretation of e-invoice" på sidan4

Inställningar på leverantörer

"Invoice types and how they are handled" på sidan7

"Settings for export of e-invoice" på nästa sida

"Settings for customers" på sidan8

"Other settings" på sidan10
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* Interpretation of supplier invoices is activated via CrossState. Interpretation (also referred to
as data capture) means that data on the invoice (paper/PDF) is loaded via the OCR number and
is automatically entered when registering supplier invoice. This will result in the invoice fields
being automatically pre-filled before the invoice is sent for authorization.

Please note! Distribution of supplier invoices via letter also works from other countries, but in
that case you must notify us at Monitor so we can make sure a sender is configured in that
country. Otherwise it will be sent from Sweden.

Sending e-invoices
When the facility to send e-invoices is activated, you can check whether the customer is able to receive
e-invoices in the customer register. Here you will get an instant reply if this is possible or if you first
have to send an invitation to the customer. These invitations are automatically distributed to the
customer via the system.

You then proceed as normal, and the invoices are distributed electronically to the customers who have
registered to receive e-invoices.

"Sending e-invoices" på sidan11

"Monitoring of sent invoices" på sidan11

Receiving e-invoices
Once the facility to receive e-invoices is activated, all suppliers will be able to start sending you e-
invoices. Incoming e-invoices will automatically be registered by the system. If automatic registration
can not take place, the invoice will be sent to the Register supplier invoice procedure to be checked or
for further action. You can also allow incoming e-invoices from suppliers to be automatically sent for
authorization. This takes place if there is an authorized signer selected for the supplier in the Supplier
register procedure.

"Receiving supplier invoices in e-invoice format" på sidan12

Tip! If you need help getting started with a digital invoice flow, you can contact the Monitor
Support Center for assistance.

Settings for export of e-invoice
The following settings must be configured before you can send e-invoices from Monitor G5.

Port 443 or 80 must be open for outgoing traffic in your firewall, so that your system can
communicate with Crediflow.

Settings for exporting e-invoices

Ensure you have entered the correct information (VAT registration number, addresses, etc.) in
the Company information procedure before configuring the below settings. Contact our
Support Center if you need help regarding how to enter the e-invoice information.
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Before you can begin using the e-invoice services in the system, the following settings must be
configured:

1. Open the Export tab in the Settings for export/import procedure.

2. Select E-invoice under export type.

3. Check E-invoice Crediflow.

4. Click the Create account button. This should be done regardless if you already have a "PartyID"
with Creditflow since the procedure runs a check to see if a PartyID exist. If so, your PartyID will
be loaded and no new account is created.

If you do not have a PartyID, a new account will be created. Once the account has been created,
the Company ID will automatically be filled in. When you activate the function your company will
also become activated in the e-invoice network to receive invoices.

Make sure the company information is correct and enter a contact person and that person's
contact information.

Also enter a "Message in invitation". This message is used when you send an invitation to the
customer asking if the customer wants to receive e-invoices from you.

If you have a GLN number registered, please contact the Monitor Support Center to get help to
activate it on your account (Global Location Number).

5. E-invoice address (EIA) is automatically entered. This information is required to fulfill the Peppol
format validations in the system. E-invoice address can for example be the Corporate ID number
or VAT registration number.

6. E-invoice address ID (EAID) is automatically entered. This information is required to fulfill the
Peppol format validations in the system. In Finland, the EAID is usually "LY-tunnus".

7. Enclose embedded PDF in XML decides if an embedded PDF should be attached in the XML file
with an e-invoice. The setting is deactivated by default and you manually have to activate it if
you wish to attach the PDF file.

8. Activate test mode for sending invoices. If you activate test mode you can send invoices for
testing of the data in the e-invoices. The test will take place towards Crediflow’s live endpoint,
but with test data. The invoices that you send will be handled as live invoices when importing.
However, the data will remain with Crediflow and not continue in the process flow. This means
you can test status calls, etc.

9. The setting Path for manual verification of e-invoice file is used to test/validate e-invoices. If you
enter a path, Save to file is shown under the E-invoice column in the Review/approve invoice and
Print invoice procedures, where you can choose to save the e-invoice to file in the path you have
entered here. At this time an e-invoice is also sent to the operator/customer. The purpose, for
example, is to send the e-invoice to the Support Center for troubleshooting (by reprinting), or to
send it to a customer for verification before going live. If you enter something in the path, this
overrides the setting Activate test mode for sending invoices.
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10. Use the Create account button to register an account with Crediflow if you do not already have
an account with them. Make sure the company information is correct and enter a contact
person and that person's contact information. Also enter a "Message in invitation". This message
is used when you send an invitation to the customer asking if the customer wants to receive e-
invoices from you. If you have a GLN number registered, please contact the Monitor Support
Center to get help to activate it on your account (Global Location Number).

11. Check the I have read and accepted the terms/conditions for this service box.

12. The account is created when you click the OK. This takes place via an API connection to
Crediflow. If everything works correctly you will automatically receive your company ID. Now the
account registration is completed. If the account registration should fail, you can read more
about this below.

13. Save.

Deregister account
If you already have an account with Crediflow you can deregister that account in case you no longer
will be sending e-invoices.

Failed registration of account
Most commonly a failed registration of account is due to the company information/organization
information being "locked" by a different e-invoice operator. In that case you first have to contact your
old operator and ask them to release your organization information. After that you can register an
account.

Settings for import and interpretation of e-invoice
Follow the steps below to activate e-invoice and interpretation of incoming supplier invoices in Monitor
G5.

Make sure you have entered the correct information (VAT registration number, addresses, etc.)
in the Company information procedure before configuring the settings.

Settings for importing e-invoices

Please contact the Monitor Support Center if a problem occurs when you register the account.

Before you can begin using the e-invoice services in the system, the following settings must be
configured:

1. Go to the Import tab in the Settings for export/import procedure.

2. Select Supplier invoice under import type.

3. Check E-invoice CrossState.
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4. Enter Company ID if you already have an account with CrossState. If not, you create an account
with CrossState using the Create account button below. Once the account has been created, the
company ID will automatically be filled in.

5. Select Production to use a production account with CrossState in order to import interpreted
supplier invoices. Production accounts are given the extension @crossstate.se in the e-mail
address.

6. Upload registers/Import invoices determines if registers should be uploaded, and if it should be
possible to import invoices. The Activate e-invoice setting is automatically activated when you
have created an account. By register is meant supplier register, order rows, and depending on
selection of Ref.matching, signers. This concerns both uploading of registers from Monitor G5
and import of invoices. When you activate this setting it means Monitor G5 will start exporting
the supplier register and the order register to CrossState at a fixed time (at 20:00 CET) each
night. This is done to make it possible for CrossState to match the supplier on the invoices you
receive. This concerns both e-invoices and interpreted supplier invoices.

7. Use the buttonManual upload to manually upload the supplier register. This button is suitable
to use the first time when you activate the account to make sure everything can be uploaded as
it should. If a problem should occur during the uploading, you will be shown a notification about
this and information about which supplier cannot be uploaded.

8. Last invoice import shows the date and time of the most recent import of supplier invoices.

9. Last update of registers shows the date and time of the most recent register update sent to
CrossState.

10. Select Activate manual verification and interpretation of invoices via e-mail, which determines if
manual verification and interpretation of invoices should be used.

11. In the E-mail for invoice interpretation field you enter the e-mail address that should be used
during manual verification and interpretation of invoices via e-mail. The domain part of the e-
mail address is obtained from CrossState.

It is recommended that you enter an e-mail address according to the following format:
companyname_abbreviatedcompanyname@crossstate.se.

Please note! The e-mail address can consist of a maximum of 21 characters (not
including @crossstate.se).

Leave the e-mail field using Tab when you have entered the address. Two e-mail addresses will
then be created for separate invoice types and application ID. This is done to be able to handle
both expense invoices and material invoices (order invoices).

Please note! The addresses will automatically be updated with art and omk before @ in the
address (see the yellow highlight in the image below). The image in the example is from a test
account. In test accounts@efaktura.net is used instead of@crossstate.se which is used by the
production account (the live account).
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Please note! Orderfaktura (Order invoice) – används ENDAST av Workflow-kunder.
Expense invoice is used by EIM customers.
Read more in the "Invoice types and how they are handled" på nästa sida topic.

12. In the E-mail for deviation notification field you enter the e-mail address for messages about
deviations in CrossState. That is, when CrossState receives attachments for interpretation that
are not supported/cannot be processed. We recommend that you enter an address here to
ensure you don’t miss any information if something goes wrong when uploading invoices to
CrossState.

13. Activate invoice-received notification – Here you decide if you should receive an e-mail with a
confirmation for each invoice you send in to CrossState for interpretation/verification. This
checkbox is not checked by default.

14. You can select the recipients of error messages by clicking the Notify when error occurs button.
These messages will be shown if something goes wrong when exporting registers or importing
supplier invoices. The error messages are shown as notifications for the affected users in the
system.

15. Use the Create account button to register an account with CrossState if you do not already have
an account with them. In the dialog shown you first have to select a partner type. SelectMonitor
to create a Monitor-partner account with CrossState.Monitor is selected by default. The option
OptoSweden should only be selected in exceptional cases if an independent customer account
should be created with CrossState. This is if you are an existing customer to CrossState and want
to start importing invoices in Monitor G5.
Make sure the company information is correct and enter a contact person and that person's
contact information. If you have a GLN number registered, please contact the Monitor Support
Center to get help to activate it on your account (Global Location Number).

Select Activate e-invoice in order to activate e-invoice for import of actual supplier invoices to
Monitor G5.

Check the setting Register my party in Peppol directory if you want to register your company as
receiver of e-invoice in the official Peppol register. This registration can be done directly when
creating a new account, or it can be done later on if you already have an account. The
corresponding setting for Norway is Register my party in ELMA register. This is used on order to
be shown as being a receiver of e-invoice in the ELMA register.
Check the I have read and accepted the terms/conditions for this service box.
The account becomes created when you click the Create account button. The account is created
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via an API connection to CrossState. If everything works correctly you will automatically receive
your company ID. Now the account registration is completed.

16. Save.

Show registered information
This button is available when you have entered your company ID or created an account. Here you see
the registered company information and information registered regarding the e-invoicing.

Activate e-invoice
This button is active even if you have NOT chosen to activate yourself when you created the account
above. A red message appears if it was not possible to create an account with e-invoice recipients
when registering.

The reason create e-invoice account failed is because your organization information is associated with a
different operator. This might for example occur if your company has been using e-invoice in a different
ERP system and was then using a different operator.

If that is the case, you MUST contact your old operator and ask them to release your organization
information. You must actively notify your old operator that you want to change operator. This is
similar to a mobile phone number which is tied to an operator and you must ask them to move the
phone number to a different operator.

Once the information is released you can click Activate e-invoice again.

Tip! If you are unsure of which operator you have, please contact the Monitor Support Center
for assistance.

It is wise to plan ahead regarding changing the operator, so you are sure you have the correct operator
on the go-live date and you use e-invoice. You must then notify your current operator that you are
terminating the agreement and on which date they should release the information for the new
operator to activate.

Invoice types and how they are handled

Invoice type Expense invoice
For invoices sent to the e-mail address for expense invoices, only the data in the invoice header will be
interpreted. This means no data for parts/invoice rows on the invoice will be interpreted. The
Verification field is by default set toMonitor. This means that interpreted data will be verified/checked
in Monitor G5, not in CrossState.

We recommend EVERYONE who uses Electronic invoice management (EIM) to verify and check
interpreted data in Monitor G5. This applies to both material invoices (order invoices) and expense
invoices.

If the company already has an inbox to where supplier invoices arrive using e-mail, we recommend you
to set up an automatic forwarding from that inbox to the e-mail address for interpretation. This
automatic forwarding should be configured in your e-mail program.
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Please note!

Suppliers who can send invoices using Monitor-to-Monitor should send the invoices to
the e-mail address you use for Monitor-to-Monitor. These invoices are compatible
between all companies using Monitor, and you will thereby avoid the cost for
interpretation of these supplier invoices. See the e-mail settings for Monitor-till-Monitor.

If you change the Verification field to CrossState then it is MANDATORY that you have
had CrossState training before you start verifying/checking invoices in that application. It
means you must log in to the CrossState application to approve the invoice
interpretation. We DO NOT recommend customers who only use EIM to do the
verification in CrossState.

Invoice type Material invoice
Invoices sent to this address will get data interpreted from both the invoice header and the
parts/invoice rows. Interpreted data from the invoice rows will later be used by EIM Workflow to
match with purchase order rows in Monitor G5.

Please note!

Verifications will ALWAYS take place in CrossState for this invoice type. This is because,
at present, this data cannot be verified in MONITOR.

This invoice type shall ONLY be used if the EIM Workflow option is installed.

Settings for customers

Customer register
You must activate the following settings for customers in the Customer register in order to be able to
send e-invoices.

1. Open the Customer register procedure and select the customer in question.

2. In the E-invoice connected field in the Invoicing box, you will see if the customer is connected to
Crediflow. By using the Open Crediflow dialog button , a dialog will open where an online
search takes place in multiple different e-invoice register at Crediflow to see if the customer
prefers or allows the suppliers to send e-invoice. The e-invoice registers in which the search
takes place are the Swedish NEA, the Finnish TIEKE, the Norwegian ELMA, the Danish
Nemhandel, and PEPPOL.
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If the customer Prefers e-invoice, you should mark the checkbox called Choose and click the
Connect button. (Make sure you select the correct row referring to GLN if you get multiple
search results e.g. for authorities/government).

If the customer Permits e-invoice, you should instead send a message with an invitation to the
customer, where the customer can then approve that your company will send e-invoices. To
send an invitation you should use the Send invitation button. Status will be changed to Invitation
sent. The invitation is taken care of by the operator and once the recipient has accepted the
invitation, the Compliance is changed from Invitation sent to Prefers.

The customer can also have Does not allow and this means the customer does not want to
receive e-invoices. In that case you choose not to connect the customer and do not send an e-
mail message with an invitation.

Tip! Sometimes you might need to click the Search button in the dialog window multiple
times before you get a match in the search result.

Use theManual connection button in the dialog window in cases where the recipient is not
found in any of the registers, but needs to be added for you to be able to communicate
electronically. An example can be if your recipient is in a different country and the
communication between your operators has to be set up manually in order to send and receive
e-invoice. This is also an regular invitation and means that you send an e-mail message to the
party you wish to invite, but with an inquiry if they can send/receive invoices electronically. The
recipient of the invitation will then be asked to respond if they are in a position to communicate
electronically, how they wish to send/receive, which operator should be used, and so on.

3. When the customer is connected to Crediflow, the Distribution method field is automatically set
to E-invoice. If you want the operator to take care of all distribution of your invoices, that is,
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including e-mail and paper invoices, then you can manually connect the customer to the
operator by checking the box Distribute via operator. Then you enter which distribution method
the operator should use to distribute the invoice to customer: e-mail or paper invoice (printed).
Please note! Paper invoice/PDF might also involve additional cost per invoice. If you wish to send
attachments (linked files) together with your invoices, you need to activate the setting called
Enclose embedded PDF in XML in your settings for export of e-invoice. Such linked
files/attachments will be distributed in the same way as you selected for invoices.

4. The E-invoice address (EIA) is automatically loaded to the field when the customer is connected
to Crediflow. Please note! EIA is mandatory to enter even though the distribution method is set
to e-mail/paper invoice. This is required to enter due to the XML validation being in the Peppol
format. A Peppol invoice is sent from Monitor G5 to the operator, and even though the operator
in its turn will distribute the invoice via e-mail/paper printout, the validation must still be
fulfilled in order for you to even be allowed to create a Peppol invoice.

5. In the E-invoice address ID (EAID) field you find the following options: Corporate ID number, GLN
number, or VAT registration number. If the customer has a GLN number, this will be first choice
to use as EIA and EAID. If not, the Corporate ID number will be used as standard. This is
automatically loaded if the customer is connected to Crediflow.

It is a good idea to enter the corporate ID number and the VAT number for customers. If the E-invoice
address (EIA) and Operator code for the customer are missing, Crediflow will instead use the customer
name and VAT registration number to issue the invoices.

Customer list and Customer import
In the Customer list procedure, list type Standard, in the Miscellaneous presentation, you can update
Use e-invoice, E-invoice address (EIA), and Operator code, for multiple customers at a time. You can
also import this information in the Customer import procedure.

Other settings
You will need to check a number of other settings according to the instructions below before e-invoice
can be used. In order for the communication to work, certain data must be linked with ISO codes.

Basic data – Part

1. Open the Basic data – Part procedure and enter the ISO code for the units under the Units tab.
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2. Save

VAT settings
Make sure the ISO codes are linked to the VAT codes under the VAT codes tab in the VAT settings
procedure. This linking should be done automatically when you install the system, but it might have to
be adjusted manually.

It is advised to review the codes in order to verify they have been linked during the installation.

Sending e-invoices
The sending of e-invoices follows the same procedure as regular invoicing.

1. In the Print invoice procedure you can in the columns show in yellow in the image below, see
that the customer will receive an e-invoice.

2. A compilation is shown of how many invoices will be printed and which distribution method will
be used.

3. Click Print/Send and when you then click Approve, the e-invoices will be sent to the customer.

Monitoring of sent invoices
To monitor your e-invoices we recommend you to use the desktop component called Crediflow invoice
status.
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The component can be configured to show invoices with different statuses. You can also configure for
how many days back in time you want to show invoices.

Explanation of status with Crediflow

In queue – Means that the document is sent to Crediflow's API. It has been placed in a queue to
be processed by Crediflow.

Imported – Means that Crediflow has matched the correct issuer and mapped the document
and loaded it in the system (Crediflow).

Exported – Means the document is exported from Crediflow to the receiver.

Printed – Means exported from Crediflow to the print partner.

Sent to post – Means sent from the print partner to the post distributor.

Rejected – Means that either Crediflow has rejected the invoice due to a validation error, or the
receiver's operator/system for some reason has rejected the invoice.

Acknowledged – Means that the invoice has been acknowledged by the receiver.

Receiving supplier invoices in e-invoice format
In the Register supplier invoice procedure, the functionality differs slightly depending on the method.

Changes in functionality for e-invoice
You find the inbox called Failed in the navigation panel. E-invoices are automatically imported in
Monitor G5. If a main signer has been entered for the supplier, the invoice will automatically be sent to
this person with the status To authorize. If no main signer has been entered for the supplier, the
invoice will be placed in the Pending inbox.

If an automatic import for some reason CANNOT take place, the invoice will be sent to the inbox called
Failed. From that inbox you double-click the invoice and handle it manually. Please note! An invoice
with this status has not yet been registered and that is why it has no consecutive number.

You can double-click to open an import window where you can enter additional information in order to
register the invoice.

If the invoice should not be registered in the system, you can delete it directly in the import window.
This means you do not have to register the invoice with a consecutive number just to then
cancel/delete it.

Changes in functionality for interpretation with verification in Monitor G5
You find the inbox called For registration/verification in the navigation panel. All invoices, which have
been sent for interpretation to the e-mail address for expense invoices, will be placed here after they
have been interpreted and are ready to be registered/verified i Monitor G5.

The registration is done as usual, but with the benefit of having certain data already filled in. Depending
on how "secure" the interpretation of the data is, you can get error messages and warning messages in
fields. This makes it easier for the user to check/verify data before he/she sends the invoice for
authorization.
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There are three levels of how to call the user's attention to data, as seen below. Error symbols and
warning symbols are used in other places in Monitor G5 as well.

– no data was found.

– data was interpreted, but the interpretation function is not sure the data is correct.

No symbol – data was interpreted and the interpretation function is sure the data is correct.

Please note!We recommend you to always check the Invoice amount and VAT even though the
interpretation function is sure of that data. This is a check which should always be made by a
user. This prevents unnecessary work if it should be registered with the incorrect amounts,
then you would have to cancel/delete the invoice and start over.

Once you save the invoice each adjustment/correction will be sent back to the interpretation function's
"correction unit" used to educate the function to work better the next time you get an invoice from the
same supplier. This means, on the next invoice from the same supplier, the interpreted data will be
better, and ultimately so accurate you will no longer have to correct and verify the data.

When you have corrected and verified the data you do the registration as usual. Enter signer, link the
purchase order, if any, and save. This makes the invoice registered in Monitor G5.

Changes in functionality for interpretation with verification in CrossState
If you verify interpreted invoices in CrossState, it works in the same way as when importing e-invoice.

Verified invoices are automatically imported in Monitor G5. If a signer has been selected in the supplier
the supplier, the invoice will automatically be sent to that signer with the status To authorize. If no
signer has been entered for the supplier, the invoice will be placed in the Pending inbox.

If an automatic import for some reason CANNOT take place, the invoice will get stuck in the inbox
called Failed. From that inbox you have to handle the invoice manually. The invoices in this inbox have
not yet been registered and that is why they have not got any consecutive numbers.

You can double-click to open an import window where you can enter additional information in order to
register the invoice.

If the invoice should not be registered in the system, you can delete it directly in the import window.
This means you do not have to register the invoice with a consecutive number just to then
cancel/delete it.

What about the PDF inboxes?
PDF inboxes work as before and you can register invoices manually from them. These invoices have not
been processed by the interpretation function which means you have to manually enter all information
on the invoice in the Register supplier invoice procedure.
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